Abstract: Based on a classical true score theory (classical test theory, CTT) equation, indicating that as the observed correlation between two tests increases, the reliability of the difference scores decreases, researchers have concluded that difference scores are unreliable. But CTT shows that the reliabilities of the two tests and the true correlation between them influence the observed correlation and previous analyses have not taken the true correlation sufficiently into account. In turn, the reliability of difference scores depends on the interaction of the reliabilities of the individual tests and their true correlation when the variances of the tests are equal, and on a more complicated interaction between them and the deviation ratio when the variances of the tests are not equal. The upshot is that difference scores likely are more reliable, on more occasions, than researchers have realized. I show how researchers can predict what the reliability of the difference scores is likely to be, to aid in deciding whether to carry through one's planned use of difference scores.
PUBLIC INTEREST STATEMENT
There are many important issues that depend on difference scores for their elucidation. For example, to find out if an intervention worked, participants might be asked to complete a relevant measure before and after the intervention, with the hope that scores will be more favorable after it than before it. Or participants might complete two or more different measures, such as when high school students take tests in different subject areas to determine relative strengths and weaknesses. Whether the difference of interest pertains to change on a measure, or on the difference between different measures, difference scores are important. However, because of a prevalent belief that difference scores are not reliable, researchers have been discouraged from using them. The present work challenges the blanket assertion that difference scores are inherently unreliable and demonstrates the conditions under which different scores are more reliable or less reliable.
Introduction
Basic and applied researchers in education and psychology often have reason to be interested in the differences between people's scores on two tests. The two tests might have the same items, as in a pretest-posttest design or in other types of within-participants designs. Alternatively, the tests might have different items, such as when a school psychologist identifies that a particular student has a relative weakness in one domain compared to a relative strength in another domain. In either case, difference scores-the difference between scores on two tests-are of interest. But for many decades, psychometric experts have warned that difference scores are not reliable. Bereiter (1963, p. 3) stated the consequence of this warning with admirable clarity:
Although it is commonplace for research to be stymied by some difficulty in experimental methodology, there are really not many instances in the behavioral sciences of promising questions going unresearched because of deficiencies in statistical methodology. Questions dealing with psychological change may well constitute the most important exceptions. It is only in relation to such questions that the writer has ever heard colleagues admit to having abandoned major research objectives solely because the statistical problems seemed to be insurmountable.
Bereiter's observation has retained its force, despite advances in the intervening decades. For example, Chiou and Spreng (1996) noted that difference scores continue to be criticized. Even very recently, Thomas and Zumbo (2012) stated, "There is such doubt in research practice about the reliability of difference scores that granting agencies, journal editors, reviewers, and committees of graduate students' theses have been known to deplore their use" (p. 37). Given the expressed negativity throughout the decades, my goal is to investigate the alleged unreliability of difference scores in a better way than has hitherto been done. The stakes are large. If previous criticisms hold up, this would constitute an important reason to avoid doing research that depends on difference scores. In contrast, if previous criticisms do not hold up, an enormous impediment to research can be removed. I will show that the reliability of difference scores depends on the interaction between the true correlation between the tests, individual test reliabilities, and the deviation ratio, which is a ratio of test variances. A close study of this three-way interaction suggests that the blanket conclusion that difference scores are inherently unreliable is too pessimistic.
The basis of the criticism
The criticism that difference scores are unreliable comes directly from a theorem based on classical true score theory or classical test theory (CTT) that can be found in many places (e.g. Cronbach, 1990; Lord, 1963; see Gulliksen, 1987 for an excellent review of CTT theorems). CTT features the notion of reliability, which is usually defined as true score variance divided by observed score variance. Equation 1 provides the general formula that expresses the reliability of difference scores Under Equation 2, it is easy to see that as the correlation between the two tests increases, keeping the reliabilities of the two tests constant, the reliability of difference scores decreases. In the case of a pretest-posttest design, for example, one would expect the correlation between pretest and posttest
to be substantial, and Equation 2 seems to indicate that this should result in unreliable difference scores. Historically, researchers with psychometric expertise have made similar arguments to militate against the reliability of difference scores.
However, despite widespread criticism, some have defended difference scores. For example, one problem with unreliable difference scores is that such unreliability might render it difficult to obtain statistically significant findings. After reviewing the literature on this criticism, Thomas and Zumbo (2012) suggested that this sort of unreliability is not crucial for inferential statistical procedures, such as t-tests and ANOVAs (also see Gaito & Wiley, 1963) . Possible limitations of this defense might be that this alleged lack of importance has not been demonstrated conclusively. Besides that, difference scores are used for many purposes other than significance tests. Suppose a researcher wishes to correlate difference scores with another variable. Or suppose a researcher wishes to base interventions on difference scores. In cases such as these, the unreliability of difference scores, if it holds up, would constitute an important problem, even if it were admitted that inferential statistics are not importantly affected.
Another defense involves a switch of focus from Equations 2 to 1. The idea here is that although difference scores are unreliable under the assumption of equal variances, if the variances are unequal, difference scores do not have to be unreliable. Chiou and Spreng (1996) provided some examples of how the unreliability of difference scores is substantially mitigated by having sufficiently unequal variances of the two tests. Thus, their analysis suggested that a potential answer to the problem is to use tests with unequal variances. A limitation, however, is that it might be difficult to arrange matters in this way, particularly if the same test is given twice.
Another defense traces back to Bereiter (1963) , who pointed out that as the reliabilities of the individual tests increase, so does the reliability of the difference scores. This can be seen easily in Equation 2.
In his insightful analysis, Bereiter (1963) pointed out that increasing the reliabilities of the individual tests has contradictory effects on the reliability of the difference scores. To understand these contradictory effects, it is necessary to recall that as the reliability of the tests increase, so does the observed correlation. Therefore, on the one hand, increasing the reliabilities of the individual tests decreases the reliability of the difference scores by increasing the correlation between observed scores over what it otherwise would be. But, on the other hand, as Equation 2 shows, increasing the reliabilities of the individual tests increases the reliability of the difference scores.
Unfortunately, Bereiter did not proceed further with his analysis, and researchers have not attended to these contradictory effects. Given that Equation 1, Equation 2, and the contradictory effects of varying the reliabilities of the individual tests, all depend on CTT, this lack of attention is surprising. My goal is to take the contradictory effects seriously to investigate their consequences for difference score reliability. In the analyses that follow, I intend to return to the roots of CTT to discern exactly the extent of the deleterious vs. beneficial effects of increasing the reliabilities of the individual tests on the reliability of the difference scores. In so doing, I am not committing to an actual belief or disbelief in CTT. Rather, because the criticisms stem from CTT, an investigation from the point of view of CTT directly addresses them. It also seems worthwhile to note that although more advanced theories have been proposed and favored by many researchers, such as generalizeability theory and item response theory, these reduce down to CTT in their simplest incarnations (see Cronbach, Gleser, Nanda, & Rajaratnam, 1972; Hulin, Drasgow, & Parsons, 1983 , respectively).
The importance of CTT's true correlations
Consider the attenuation formula from CTT, written below as Equation 3, where T X T Y represents the true correlation between two tests (i.e. the correlation between true scores).
makes clear the importance of the reliabilities of the two tests. As the reliabilities of the tests increase, the observed correlation becomes increasingly similar to the true correlation. In the limiting case of perfectly reliable tests, the observed correlation equals the true correlation. When the tests are not perfectly reliable, the observed correlation is less than the true correlation. Thus, Equation 3 clarifies Bereiter's (1963) statement that increasing the reliabilities of the tests increases the correlation between observed scores, and hence decreases the reliability of the difference scores. To reiterate, however, Equation 2 shows a contradictory effect whereby increasing the reliability of the individual tests increases the reliability of the difference scores.
Let us again consider Equation 3, and the mathematical fact that the observed correlation depends on two things: the reliabilities of the individual tests and the true correlation coefficient. I have discussed the reliabilities of the individual tests above, but what about the true correlation coefficient? Equation 3 shows that, in general, as the true correlation increases, so does the observed correlation. An exception would be if the reliability of one or both of the individual tests equals zero, in which case, the observed correlation also would equal zero, regardless of the true correlation. Well, then, going back to Equation 2, we see that because increasing the true correlation tends to increase the observed correlation, and because increasing the observed correlation decreases the reliability of the difference scores, it follows that the reliability of the difference scores depends partly on the size of the true correlation. Specifically, the larger the true correlation, keeping the reliabilities of the individual tests constant, the less reliable the difference scores.
It is interesting that although the argument that difference scores have low reliability has its origin in CTT, and that CTT depends on the notion of a true correlation (which, in turn, depends on the notion of a true score), nobody to my knowledge has actually included true correlations in their investigation of the reliability of difference scores. In addition, my foregoing comments implicate the importance of the reliabilities of the individual tests as having complicated effects on the reliability of difference scores. Therefore, one of my main goals is to investigate how the true correlation interacts with the reliabilities of the two tests to determine the reliability of difference scores. It is not necessary to derive equations that are radically different from existing ones; rather, it is sufficient to express existing CTT equations in a form that includes true correlations and reliabilities of individual tests.
In addition, there is no law stating that the variances of the two tests have to be equal. As Chiou and Spreng (1996) suggested, the sizes of variances between the two tests also matter. Possibly, the reliability of difference scores might be influenced by the interaction between the variances of the two tests, their reliabilities, and the true correlation. Therefore, my second goal is to investigate this potential triple interaction.
Analyses
I will present two types of analyses. First, I will assume equal variances and explore the reliability of difference scores as a function of the interaction between the reliabilities of the individual tests and the true correlation. Second, I will take into account the possibility of unequal variances and explore the reliability of difference scores as a function of three variables. These are the reliabilities of the individual tests, the true correlation, and the ratio of variances or standard deviations between the two tests.
Equal variances
To perform the analyses of interest, it is necessary to render the reliability of the difference scores in Equation 2 as a function of the reliabilities of the individual tests and the true correlation. At present, however, Equation 2 includes the observed correlation rather than the true correlation. Because the observed correlation is influenced, in part, by the reliabilities of the two tests, there is no way to vary these reliabilities and the observed correlation independently of each other. This inconvenience can be remedied simply by substituting Equation 3 into Equation 2. The result is Equation 4 below that features the true correlation, as opposed to the observed correlation.
Based on Equation 4
, Figure 1 provides an illustration of how the reliabilities of the two tests interact with the true correlation to determine the reliability of the difference scores. In Figure 1 , the reliabilities of the two tests were set equal to each other, and allowed to range from 0 to 1 along the horizontal axis. In addition, the curves represent the cases where the true correlation equals .1 (top curve), .3 (second curve), .5 (third curve), .7 (fourth curve), and .9 (bottom curve). Figure 1 illustrates three effects. Most obviously, as the true correlation increases, the reliability of the difference scores (along the vertical axis) decreases. There also is an effect of the reliabilities of the tests on the reliability of the difference scores. Figure 1 illustrates the totality of the contradictory effects I discussed earlier whereby increasing the reliabilities of the tests has both a deleterious effect on the reliability of difference scores (by increasing the true correlation) and a beneficial effect on the reliability of difference scores (by direct entry into Equation 2). The upward trend of all five curves in Figure 1 , as the reliabilities of the individual tests increase, shows that the net effect of the contradictory forces is positive for the reliability of the difference scores. That is, as the reliabilities of the individual tests increase, so does the reliability of the difference scores.
Finally, the interaction between the true correlation and the reliabilities of the individual tests deserves observation. As the true correlation increases, the effect of increasing the reliabilities of the individual tests on the reliability of the difference scores becomes increasingly nonlinear. For example, when the true correlation is .9, the reliabilities of the individual tests have to be quite impressive to result in a respectable reliability of the difference scores.
Well, then, are difference scores unreliable, as we so often have been told? Figure 1 shows that the answer is, "It depends." If the true correlation is large (e.g. .9), then it takes extremely impressive reliabilities of the individual tests to result in a reasonably sized reliability of difference scores; the shape of the bottom curve is a real problem. As an example, when the true correlation is .9, even if the reliabilities of both individual tests also equal .9, the reliability of the difference scores is an unimpressive .47. The reliabilities of both individual tests must be ratcheted up to .96 for the reliability of the difference scores to exceed an arbitrary cut-off of .7.
On the other hand, the problem is substantially mitigated if the true correlation is at lesser levels. For example, for the reliability of the difference scores to pass the cut-off of .7 when the true correlation is .7, it is only necessary for the reliabilities of the two tests to exceed .89-a difficult but far from impossible requirement. And as the true correlation decreases further, it is tolerable to have lesser reliabilities of the individual tests. Figure 1 . The reliability of difference scores is presented as a function of the reliability of the individual tests and the true correlation. 
Reliability of the Tests Reliability of the Difference Scores

Unequal variances
Before conducting the analyses, it is again necessary to obtain an equation based on the true correlation as opposed to the observed correlation. In addition, it is necessary to include a ratio of standard deviations or variances (I will use standard deviations). The net effect of these considerations is to render a slightly more complicated derivation than in the previous section. manifests where Panels A, B, and C represent when the true correlation is .1, .5, and .9, respectively; the reliabilities of the two tests are set equal to each other and vary from 0 to 1 (as in Figure 1) ; and where the deviation ratio is 4 (top curve), 3, (second curve), 2 (third curve), or 1 (bottom curve). As in Figure 1 , the reliability of the difference scores is indicated on the vertical axis. Figure 2 shows that there are three trends that replicate what we saw in Figure 1 . Comparing across panels in Figure 2 shows that as the true correlation increases, the reliability of the difference scores decreases. Also, the upward curves in all three panels replicate that as the reliabilities of the individual tests increase, so does the reliability of the difference scores. Finally, these two effects qualify each other, as we saw earlier.
But some new observations also emerge. First, there is a general trend, which can be seen most easily in Panel C of Figure 2 , that as the deviation ratio increases, so does the reliability of the difference scores. This effect supports the argument by Chiou and Spreng (1996) in favor of high deviation ratios if one wishes to increase the reliability of difference scores. Second, there is an interesting interaction between the deviation ratio and the reliabilities of the individual tests that is particularly easy to see in Panel C of Figure 2 . Hearkening back to Figure 1 , recall the unfavorable shape of the curve when the true correlation was .9, which is illustrated again by the bottom curve in Panel C of Figure 2 . But as the deviation ratio increases, note that the shape (and altitude) of the curve becomes increasingly less unfavorable. Thus, even in the worst-case scenario of a large true correlation, it is possible to obtain a respectable number for the reliability of the difference scores so long as the deviation ratio is high. Put
another way, as the variances of the two tests become increasingly unequal, their reliabilities can be less impressive and still overcome the deleterious effects of a large true correlation. Finally, it is interesting to consider the three-way effect. In Panel A of Figure 2 , where the true correlation is only .1, the altitude and shape of the curves is approximately the same regardless of the deviation ratio. In Panel B of Figure 2 , where the true correlation is .5, the effect of the deviation ratio is perceptible, and shows that as it increases, so does the reliability of the difference scores. In Panel C, as we already have seen, the separation of the curves is impressive.
Discussion
Given Equations 4 and 9, as well as Figures 1 and 2 , what can we conclude about the reliability of difference scores? The analyses demonstrate that, if the reliabilities of the individual tests are good, the reliability of the difference scores will be at least reasonable so long as the true correlation is not too large. The difficulty comes in when the true correlation is extremely large (e.g. .9). In this case, the reliabilities of the individual tests have to be excellent-and better than can be expected from most tests-to enable the reliability of the difference scores to be reasonable. An exception would be if the two tests have very different variances (e.g. deviation ratio is 4), in which case, the reliabilities of the individual tests can be reduced and still result in a reasonable value for the reliability of the difference scores.
This seems like a good place to pause to make sure that a simple point does not get lost in the interactions illustrated by Figure 2 . Specifically, in all of the analyses, the reliability of the difference scores is limited by the reliabilities of the individual tests. The researcher can tolerate somewhat greater or lesser reliabilities of the individual tests, depending on the true correlation and the deviation ratio. However, even when the true correlation is low (as in Panel A of Figure 2 ), so the deviation ratio does not matter in a discernible way, the reliabilities of the individual tests still set a limit on how reliable the difference scores can be.
I commenced the present work by emphasizing the extent to which difference score research is deplored in much education and social science literature based on reliability grounds. However, the analyses show that a blanket condemnation is not justified. The analyses also provide the necessary information for sensible recommendations for answering the question, "With respect to the particular difference score research one wishes to conduct, how can one know whether or not to proceed?" Let us recall Equation 4, which implies that with equal variances, the two important factors are the reliabilities of the individual tests and the true correlation. If one is using well-established tests, their reliabilities ought to already be known. And if not, the researcher can conduct a pilot study to find out. The true correlation is more of a problem because it is a hypothetical entity that cannot be obtained directly. However, it can be calculated indirectly. To see that this is so, consider a rearrangement of Equation 3 that is given below as Equation 10.
If the correlation between the individual tests is known, and the reliabilities are known, or these can be determined by pilot research, Equation 10 provides an estimate of the true correlation. In turn, the true correlation and the reliabilities of the two tests can be instantiated into Equation 4 to predict the reliability of the difference scores. Using this method, anyone can determine, for the particular research under consideration, whether the difference scores will be sufficiently reliable for the purpose at hand. If so, the researcher can go ahead and perform the research without qualms about the reliability of the difference scores.
But suppose that the result of the foregoing process is not satisfactory. It still might not be necessary for the researcher to give up on his or her plans. Remember that Equation 4 assumes equal variances and this might not be so. If the variances of the two tests are known, or can be determined via pilot research, the researcher should use Equation 9 rather than Equation 4, which will result in a larger (and more accurate) predicted value for the reliability of the difference scores. If the result of using Equation 9 is satisfactory, the research can proceed without qualms about the reliability of the difference scores. However, if even the use of Equation 9 fails to result in a sufficient value for the reliability of the difference scores, then the researcher might contemplate returning to the drawing board.
Consider an example. Suppose that the reliabilities of the two tests are .85 for each, that the estimated true correlation is .5 (from Equation 10), and that the deviation ratio is 3. In that case, using Equation 4, the reliability of the difference scores would be predicted to be .74. Although this is not an outstanding value, it would take a hard-hearted reviewer to conclude that the proposed research should not be (10)
In addition, suppose we use Equation 9, rather than Equation 4, to take advantage of the deviation ratio (5). In that case, the reliability of the difference scores would be predicted to be .80, and even the hard-hearted reviewer should be satisfied.
The present analyses show that although much depends on the reliabilities of the individual tests, much also depends on the true correlation and on the deviation ratio. How likely are these to be favorable? It might depend on whether the difference score is based on the same test conducted at different times or on whether it is based on different tests. For example, if a school psychologist is interested in the difference between mathematical and verbal ability, tests of these are sufficiently different that the true correlation likely would not be particularly large. In addition, measurement in the area has advanced to the level where researchers routinely report reliabilities in excess of .9 for a variety of abilities. The combination of the low true correlation and high reliabilities of the individual tests implies that the reliability of the difference scores should be impressive, regardless of the deviation ratio. In contrast, if a researcher is interested in difference scores based on using the same test twice, the true correlation might be quite large. And this would be a problem unless the reliability of the test on both test-taking occasions is very impressive or the deviation ratio is large. Why might the deviation ratio be a large value? One reason is that the treatment might raise or lower scores so that they collect near a ceiling or floor, respectively. In that case, the variance would be much lower on the second test-taking occasion than on the first one, thereby causing a large deviation ratio. There is a risk that the reduction in variance on the second test-taking occasion might decrease the reliability of the test on that occasion, depending on the relative amounts by which true correlation variance vs. error variance decreases.
Of course, even if the same test is given before and after treatment, there are reasons why the true correlation might nevertheless not be a large value. To see why this might be so, contrast the case where the treatment has an approximately equal effect on each person against the case where the treatment has unequal effects on different persons-that is, there is a treatment × person interaction. In the former case, the true correlation will be a large number, the deviation ratio will be near unity, and so one would need extremely favorable reliabilities on both test-taking occasions to have reasonably reliable difference scores. However, if there is a treatment × person interaction, the true correlation likely will not be a large value, and so the difference scores will be reasonably reliable, provided that test is reasonably reliable on both test-taking occasions. As an additional possibility, in the absence of ceiling or floor effects, the treatment × person interaction could increase variance on the second test-taking occasion depending on the nature of the interaction. Although treatment × person interactions add error variance from the point of view of statistical tests, they can increase the reliability of difference scores by reducing the true correlation or by causing the deviation ratio to stray from unity.
Does it matter whether the difference scores are reliable? This depends on one's purpose. If the goal is simply to demonstrate that the treatment works, lack of reliability of the difference scores likely will not be fatal for the statistical test, as Thomas and Zumbo (2012) showed. But if the goal is to correlate the difference scores with another variable, then difference score reliability will matter a great deal.
In conclusion, based on Equations 1 and 2, much negativity has been directed towards difference scores. However, because these equations came out of CTT, and because CTT features the notion of true correlations, it is surprising that previous researchers who have been concerned with difference score reliability have not included the interaction between true correlations and reliabilities of individual tests in their analyses. But it is necessary to include this interaction because the reliabilities of individual tests interact with the true correlation to determine the observed correlation that plays so important a role in Equations 1 and 2. The reliabilities of the individual tests play an additional role through their direct entry in these equations. Finally, the deviation ratio also plays its part in an interaction with the reliabilities of the individual tests and the true correlation. It is only through Equations 4 and 9, derived above, that the interactions of these effects can be analyzed and understood. The analyses based on these equations suggest that difference scores may have received an undeserved bad reputation. Although there are some combinations of true correlations, reliabilities of individual tests, and deviation ratios that imply that difference scores are unreliable, there are other combinations that imply that difference scores are reasonably reliable or even extremely reliable. Rather than make a blanket statement, each person should evaluate, for herself or himself, the reliability of difference scores in the context in which they are to be used. Equation 4 (equal variances) or Equation 9 (unequal variances) provides the way for each researcher to come to his or her own conclusion with respect to the particular tests under consideration, as I demonstrated earlier. Surely, this is superior to basing research decisions on a blanket recommendation that often is wrong.
